Abstract:In this paper, several principles of popular routing algorithms and models of Auto-Guided-Vehicles are presented. Tests were conducted and performance conclusions are given. In general hybrid methods are recommended in research and application.
Introduction
As the number of AGV systems increases in part flow systems, routing problems have increased the complexity of AGV system management.
The AGV routing problems is one of the basic problem in AGV systems. Each AGV should be guided by efficient and collision-free routing algorithms to accomplish their tasks.The routing algorithm should be fast. That is, an AGV system may have tens of AGVs working simultaneously, if the algorithm calculation costs obvious long period, other AGVs may be blocked. The algorithms should be able to resolve dead-locks. For example, a fork AGV may have to drop a load in a position that might block other AGVs. This might be solved by enlarging the aisle which may be difficult to do if the system is running.
The vehicle's chosen path should be that it does not affect the existing active travel schedule. Maxwell et al. [1] developed a bi-directional AGV management system which computed the minimum number of AGV in a time-dependent environment to maximized efficiency with time ignored and collision problem unsolved. Gaskins et al. [2] had developed a time-dependent model to solve the uni-directional AGV route optimization solution by minimizing the total travelling distance with weak robustness (the algorithm can easily run into dead-locks). Broadbent et al. [3] coined the concept of conflict-free shortest time route.
A matrix was generated by applying Dijkstra algorithm [4] that describes the time occupied by a vehicle at a node. Conflicts at a node or catching-up conflicts can be resolved by slowing down the vehicle, which is yet to be scheduled. The procedure can be applied to any type of path, namely uni-directional and bi-directional models, and introduce the concept of virtual tunnel for the bi-directional path consisting of several segment of multi-uni-directional paths. This concept allows multiple AGVs simultaneously crossing at an intersection.
Egbelu [5] is one of the earliest researchers in bi-directional AGV path planning problems and discussed different types of bi-directional AGV travelling problems. Egbelu also compareduni-directional AGV systems and bi-directional AGV systems in an environment of the same layouts. The solution seemed efficient in simple models however in large scale maps it is easy toreach dead-locks.
Dowsland [6] focused on the collision-free problems using petri-net to find possible collisions in a given node. The solution is composed of delays and deviations while Endo used the same net with genetic algorithm. Both of the solutions are only effective in small area problems but when dealing with large/complex maps, the algorithm is not capable of meeting real-time requests.
AGV routing algorithmscan be classified intotwo categories: Wire-Guided AGV routing algorithms and Wireless-Guided AGVs routing algorithms.The former algorithms arenormally modeled via graph theory and the latter ones are modeled via field analysis (or meshed maps) explained in section 3.
Wire-Guided AGV routing algorithms
The path-nets of Wire-Guided-AGVs are normally represented by graphs. The routes of an AGVcan be described as either a set of edges or a set of nodes. In a given graph G=<E, V>, edges E and vertices Vare the usual measurements of inputs and time-costs.
The connection relationship between vertices is normally represented via adjacency list or adjacency matrix. Such as a directed graph with 6 nodes: Then a distance matrix is formed. In the following algorithms we prefer distance matrix in order to save the computation costs.
Dijkstra Algorithm [4]
One of the most popular algorithm used in shortest path problems is simple graph searching. The algorithm starts at the origin node in the graph, then search for the linked nodes and marked the nodes with values of distance from the original node. After that, the algorithm checks all the nodes in the graph until all the nodes are marked. The shortest path is formed by connecting the nodes with the lowest values until the end node.
The algorithm has two sets of vertices S and Q. Set S contains all vertices which we know the cost of the shortest path d [v] . Set Q contains the unknown ones. When the algorithm starts, Set S is empty. In each step one vertex is moved from Q to S. The vertex is chosen as the vertex with lowest value of d [u] . When a vertex u is moved to S, the algorithm relaxes every outgoing edge.
Dijkstra Algorithm is a useful algorithm butithas got high computation cost. In a computation cycle, the checking action is repeated n 2 times (where n is the number of nodes on the graph).Therefore the algorithm is time consuming particularlywhen managing very large maps because the worst case performance is O(n 3 ) [4] . And this delay is always not acceptable in practical AGV systems.
Floyd-Washal Algorithm [7]
The principle of Floyd-Washal Algorithm is to find the node that is deletable if the path from the original node to the end node does not have any influence. The time and volume complexity are the same as Dijkstra Algorithm [7] .
The computation function is:
Floyd Algorithm is also a robust algorithm which is able to find the best solution.However it is also very time-costingin multi-AGV real-time routing problems.
Minimum-spanning-tree
In a connected, undirected graph G= (V, E) with the weight function w: E->R, if a minimum-spanning-tree is desired, we can use the following step (Prim algorithm) to find the shortest path of all the vertexes to the destiny vertex ( A graph example is shown in figure 2.3: The Minimum-Spanning-Tree can be made to run in time O(E lgV) using ordinary binary heaps [4] . The principle is similar to Dijkstra algorithm.
Time-dependent algorithms
The time dependent algorithms had shown certain stability and even forecast the time-cost for the tasks of AGV system. The conceptof time-windows is recently introduced by Desrochers et al. The time-cost of this path is easy to get by:
(2) where ‫ݏܧ‬ means the length of straight edge i and ‫ݐܧ‬ means the length of bending edge i.
Then the position of AGV on the path can be forecasted. The path searching of other AGV can proceed by checking whether the edge is busy at a certain time.
We can find the adoption of time-dependent algorithms in several factories in which, most of the AGVs are not allowed to reach the motor/engine's maximum speed due to the algorithm's limitation. If the time dependent algorithms have more adaptability, the efficiency of the system will be significantly improved. 
Genetic Algorithm in shortest path searching
Genetic Algorithm has been proved to be useful in various research fields. In wired-AGV path searching, Leng-FengLee [9] developed an optimization model with various crossover methods checked on Genetic algorithm.They also proposed a way to combine Genetic algorithm with artificial potential algorithm.
In shortest path. It can be seen that GA can find the shortest path. However, the path might not be the best path due to the random selection. This problem can be minimized by increasing the maximum generation. However, this measure will increase the computation time-costs.
Wireless-Guided AGV routing algorithms
One of the most common applications of wireless-guided AGV routing methods is zone control. That is, manually divide the AGV's workspace into several squares (zone), each AGV working in different squares (zone) to prevent them from colliding. Zone control is easy to model and the mathematical calculation is efficient and robust. Hybrid methods are also easy to plug in zone control such as A* algorithm, hybrid control in task optimization, etc.
A* Algorithm
A* algorithm is a heuristic algorithm. It marked the current node in the search with heuristic variable H(s) to help the algorithm determine whether the current node is a first choice for later searching. By ignoring the irrelevant nodes the efficiency can be improved. A* algorithm is widely used in PC game developments. The depth values in Figure 3 .1(b)are obtained by the heuristic functionh(x)≦d(x,y)+h(y), point 5 gets the best heuristic value among the points of 2, 4 and 5. An important potential advantage is that the point 3 and point 7 would not be computed in and by continuously computation the algorithm significantly reduced the total computation cost.
A* algorithm can be considered as a heuristic extension of Dijkstra algorithm. However, A* can reduce the computation complexity remarkably compared with Dijkstra algorithm and Floyd algorithm. In some case, it showed some inaccuracies if the heuristic function is not suitable for the map.If we want to apply A* algorithm into wire-less AGV routing, additional kinematic control methods should be added to the A* algorithm to prevent AGVs from local deadlocks.
Bezier Curve with Genetic Algorithms (BCGA) in AGV route optimization [10]
The solution of BCGA is a time-based approach in mathematical structure which means the optimization is based on 3 or 4 dimensions in which one of the dimensions is time dimension. Due to the smooth curves and constant intervals between nodes, the Bezier Curve is a useful way to solve the wireless-guided routing problems by optimizing the control points (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 in figure  3 .2.1).
The mathematical structure of Bezier Curve is:
Parameter t is able to be considered as the time dimension of the AGV.Hence, we can get the time-dependent model of the path.
The AGV route of 3-degree Bezier Curve is shown in figure 3.2.1 (b): P 1 is the start point and P 4 is the end point with the path in red dots. As can be seen, the curve is smooth for the AGV to make continuous kinematic control.
The path is given by: (1- Respectively, the distance between 2 relative dots on the path is relative to the current curvature. Therefore, Bezier curve is an efficient way to measure the velocity at a certain point on the path.
(a) Construction of a quartic Bezier Curve [2] Routes of AGV As has can be seen in figure 3.2.1, the Bezier Curve can solve 2 main problems: 1. Parallel approaching problem: when the AGV is approaching the workstation, there should be a method to make the AGV's direction parallel to the workstation; 2. Turning radius limitation: Most of the AGVs have a minimum turning radius (MTR), and the turning radius is critical to the AGV's performance. Using Bezier Curve, it is very easy to find the minimum turning radius of the route。 Therefore, it is easy to apply Genetic algorithm in the Bezier Curve by optimizing thecurve such as theposition of the control points (P 2 and P 3 ), the number of control points, the curvature, etc.
An example of the rules is: where,αis a scale constant
The fitness computation takes both the length of the curve and turning radius into consideration in order to optimize the route and kinematics. Meanwhile, the functions of LC and TR are able to be optimized due to the complexity of the maps.
It is a time-dependent model because the x and y coordinate represents the position on the map while the z dimension represents time. If a new curve is being designed, the minimum distance between 2 AGVs can be represented by the curves' distance. Then the optimization of the new curve is:
(c n ,c)>d s (5) where t nc is the time cost of new curve, C is the set of existing AGV path (curve), d(c n ,c) is the distance between the new curve and an existing curve, d s is the safe distance of AGVs.
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Artificial Potential Field Algorithm (APF) in AGV routing problem [11]
The APF consider the 2-dimensional environment of the AGV as a 3-dimension field with gravity from the target point and repulsion from the obstacles and other AGVs.
The APF is known as an efficient algorithm in omni-directional AGV routing problems (OARP) and able to give information of the obstacles by evaluating the resultant forces to the AGVs:
APF is believed to originate from physical potential field research for similarity. Nowadays various algorithms based on APF have been developed in AGV routing problems. Wang [11] developed a new artificial potential fields model in real-time path planning. Toshio developed an APF model with adjustable temporal behavior. This model had certain ability to surpass the restriction of workspace [12] .
A simple APF force rule is:
where F i is the force between the AGV and an obstacleAGV, F is the total force; F c is a random force to prevent from the zero-force dead-lock; V is the AGV velocity. For the current AGV, all the other AGVsare considered as obstacles. All the obstacles are gravitative (or repulsive) to the current AGV, and proportional to the distance. The target point of the current AGV is repulsive (or gravitative, contrary to the obstacles) to the current AGV. When the AGV encounters a region where F=0(dead lock), the F c will become none-0 value which gave the AGV a very small force to leave the region.
However, this solution is not a perfect solution because the selection of parameter is a critical problem.Another remarkable problem is the dead-lock which means if the field is too complex, in some places where the sum of force is 0 will causeself-lock.
Fuzzy logic approach in wireless-AGV path finding
Fuzzy Logic algorithm is proved to be applicable in omni-directional wire-less guided AGVs, even when the working environment is unknown. Liao,etc. [14] developed the Fuzzy logic navigation system on AGV via several photosensitive resistances on the AGV. ZHANGYING,etc [15] developed the model via rough set with genetic algorithm. 
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One of the obvious advantages of Fuzzy Logicalgorithm is that the fuzzy set is able to control the speed and motor of AGV even without other additional control methods or accurate mathematical models.
In a typical fuzzy logic controlled AGV, 8 possible directions are put into the direction set C d as condition attributes. 
Endif Endif Endfor
Then by discursion function we can get the direction: The example in figure 3.5.3 gave the successful solution. However, if the heuristic functions are not suitable, theAGV might never reach the destination points.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
PSO is also an evolutionary algorithm. The initialization of the first generation can influence the performance and accuracy of the computation process [17] .In PSO, the solutions are represented by a set of particles. Then by optimizing the position of particles researchers can get optimized solutions.
The basic principle of PSO is: 
In basic (standard) PSO algorithm, the particles are learning from known global best particles. This process may cause the algorithm running into local minimum. Therefore, Kennedy,etc [18] gave the fully informed particle swarm(FIPS) to force the particle learn from local best particles. J.Liang, etc. [19] The more complex facility is the more particles are required to find a feasible path. Because the computation speed is positively relative to the number of particles N p , it is important to balance N p and algorithm efficiency.
Here is an example to compare the ability of standard PSO and intelligence PSO (IPSO):
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Discussion and recommendation
Here we gave the performancecomparison table of the algorithms listed below: 
Conclusion
Hybrid methods are recommended in research and application. Meanwhile, Neural Network is an efficient assistant method in routing.
